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Literature, film, television and politics can tell us a lot about what life was like during a particular decade, but the era's music may offer the most comprehensive look at what defines a 
generation.

I can think of no better guide for reliving a decade through its music than Jack Everly, a conductor whose recent pops concert pair 
with the Oklahoma City Philharmonic took listeners on a journey they won't soon forget.  

Those of us who came of age during the 1960s lived life to a musical sound track that ranged from the silly ("Yellow Polka Dot 
Bikini”) and the provocative ("Goldfinger”) to the wistful ("Yesterday”) and the kinetic ("Mission: Impossible”). 

Everly packed more than 75 tunes into his two-hour show, a few merely hinted at ("Dominique”) and some played in their entirety 
(theme from "Love Story”). The majority were worked into various musical medleys that elicited nods of recognition and smiles of 
approval from the audience. 

Anyone can put together a concert of the "and-then-I-wrote” variety, but it takes a master orchestrator to weave a bunch of 
unrelated tunes into an interesting musical fabric. Everly was responsible for more than one-third of the concert's arrangements, 
each using the full resources of a symphony orchestra and, as we've come to expect, often in amazingly clever ways. 

Titled "The Beat Goes On: Music of the Baby Boomers,” this fun-filled musical extravaganza mapped out this turbulent and colorful 
decade with television and movie theme songs, hits popularized by some of the most influential artists of the era, and tributes to 
Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons, Burt Bacharach and The Beatles. 

Hearing such a concert reminded me of the power of music to dislodge seemingly forgotten memories and everyday experiences. 
How curious it was to hear "Happy Together” and suddenly remember hearing it played on a school bus bound for a year-end outing 
to a local amusement park. 

I recalled buying the 1964 hit "Downtown” (a 45 rpm disc) for a birthday gift and my mother asking the store clerk for that new song 
by Petula Clark (emphasis on the syllable "Pet”). Or hearing the theme from "Love Story” and remembering that I saw it on 
Christmas night 1970. What power music wields on the imagination. 

Then there were the television theme songs, including some ("Bewitched,” "The Flintstones”) whose lyrics any baby boomer should 
be able to sing along to, and others ("Hogan's Heroes,” "I Dream of Jeannie”) that we could probably whistle if pressed to do so. Or 
how certain songs ("She Loves You,” "Surfin' U.S.A.,” "The Sound of Silence” and "Aquarius”) redirected music down new paths. 

And what of the animal themes popularized during the '60s: "The Lion Sleeps Tonight,” "The Baby Elephant Walk,” "The Pink 
Panther” and "What's New Pussycat?” Will today's youths think as fondly of "Who Let the Dogs Out?” 40 years from now? 

Perhaps most of all, this "Music of the Baby Boomers” concert was a reminder of how musically rich and varied the 1960s were. 
Could any other decade match the range of "The Stripper,” "I Will Wait for You,” "Classical Gas” and "Hey Jude?” As an expression of 
thanks to Everly and the Oklahoma City Philharmonic, the words of Frankie Valli seem particularly apt: "Oh, what a night!” 

— Rick Rogers  
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1. Oklahoma man who was declared dead...  

2. Kern may draw opponent for House seat  

3. Dover boy defies the odds  

4. OU's blowout loss will intensify...  

5. Remains identified as missing Tulsa teen  

6. Back on the field  

7. Sutton to evaluate OSU program  

8. Discovery of human remains near...  

9. Long search for Tulsa girl comes to end  

10. With season on the line, Coale...  
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